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Abstract
Current societal changes and challenges demand a broader role of technological uni-
versities, thus opening the question of how their role evolved over time and how to 
frame their current responsibility. In response to urgent calls for debating and rede-
fining the identity of contemporary technological universities, this paper has two 
aims. The first aim is to identify the key characteristics and orientations marking 
the development of technological universities, as recorded in the history of engi-
neering education. The second aim is to articulate the responsibility of contempo-
rary technological universities given their different orientations and characteristics. 
For this, we first provide a non-systematic literature review of the key pedagogi-
cal orientations of technological universities, grounded in the history of engineer-
ing education. The five major orientations of technological universities presented 
in the paper are technical, economic, social, political, and ecological. We then use 
this historical survey to articulate the responsibilities of contemporary technologi-
cal universities reflecting the different orientations. Technological universities can 
promote and foster the development of scientific, professional, civic, legal, or intra- 
and inter- generational responsibility. We argue that responsibility is not specific to 
any particular orientation, such that the concept is broadened to complement each 
orientation or mix of orientations of a technological university. Our contribution 
thus serves as a call for technological universities to self-reflect on their mission and 
identity, by offering a lens for identifying the orientations they currently foster and 
making explicit the responsibility arising from their current orientation or the ones 
they strive to cultivate.
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Introduction

Contemporary technological universities (TUs) are heterogenous in terms of their 
breadth and scope (Geschwind & Broström, 2020, p.15; Jamison et  al., 2014; 
Edström, 2018). Their missions changed and broadened over time, either in response 
to the needs and demands of external stakeholders, to enhance their status or due 
to technological developments (Lecuyer, 1992; Seely, 1984). Edström (2017a, 2018, 
2020) highlights the “dual nature” of engineering education, split between its aca-
demic function of purveying theoretical scientific knowledge and its professional 
function, oriented towards industry and practice. The two approaches are contrasted 
as representatives of the “shop culture” versus “school culture” (Seely, 1999a). In 
their seminal paper, Jamison, Kolmos & Holgaard (2014) mention a third historical 
orientation of engineering education emphasizing social service.

The engineering profession is also heterogeneous. Despite a common found-
ing in science and mathematics, there is little unity between different specializa-
tions and a diverse social division of labor where “engineers work in different 
areas and apply their knowledge to diverse needs” (Sjöstrand, 2013, p.1; Larson, 
2006; Meiksins & Smith, 1996; Case, 2017). Furthermore, Harwood (2006, p.53) 
acknowledges a “Janus-faced nature of engineering as an activity” due to its dou-
ble binding ties with the two “worlds of science and of practice,” as evidenced in 
Germany (Gispen, 1989), the USA (McMahon, 1984) or Colombia (Valderrama 
et al., 2009).

As such, it appears that “engineering is not one profession but many” (Larson, 
2006, p.541). The same can be said about engineering education, as it encom-
passes varied approaches. The heterogeneity of engineering education led to per-
sistent tensions and challenges for TUs (Geschwind & Broström, 2020, p.15), 
resembling the “swinging movement of a pendulum as first practice and then 
theory prevailed” (Seely, 1999a, p.42; 2005). The challenge of the harmonious 
integration of varied educational approaches “remained remarkably consistent 
over time” (Seely, 2005, p.125). The existing tension was further exacerbated by 
“a general crisis” of engineering education, which called for “a new engineer” 
pursuing social responsibility (Beder, 1998; Christensen et  al., 2007, pp.13–4; 
Conlon, 2008).

Our contribution responds to growing calls for recasting the discourse sur-
rounding engineering and the conceptualization of engineering education (Froyd, 
2011; Graham, 2012; van den Hoven, 2019). There is a need to provide an appro-
priate normative conception of the modern university that identifies its aims and 
values, thus providing direction to institutional designers (Miller (2019, p.1680). 
These calls are of increasing importance given the magnitude of current societal 
changes and challenges, which demand a broader role of TUs. They leave open 
the question of how the role of TUs evolved over time and how to frame their cur-
rent responsibility.

In response to the need for debating and redefining the identity of contem-
porary technological universities, the paper aims to understand the development 
of TUs by looking back at the history of engineering education to identify their 
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key characteristics and orientations. We then use this historical survey to look 
forward toward the prospects of TUs to promote and foster the development of 
responsibility. Our stance is that any orientation or mix of orientations of a TU 
comes with specific responsibilities. For this, we articulate a range of respon-
sibilities for contemporary TUs, in alignment with each orientation. Thus, the 
research questions addressed in this paper are:

RQ 1: What are the key characteristics and orientations marking the development 
of TUs, as recorded in the history of engineering education?
RQ 2: What are the responsibilities of contemporary TUs given the different 
characteristics and orientations recorded in the history of engineering education?

The Technological University: Between Its Theoretical Construct 
and Empirical Instantiation

Before analysing the main features and instantiations of TUs in the history of engi-
neering education, a conceptual clarification is needed to elucidate the legitimacy 
of discussing TUs as distinct higher education institutions. This can be traced to 
specific practices, routines, and rituals noted in history (Larsen et  al., 2020), on 
similar grounds to how business and medicine are considered to distinguish them-
selves as specialized higher education institutions (Augier & March, 2011; Flexner, 
2002). The article does not aim to provide a definite answer about the definition and 
demarcation criteria for a TU. The focus lies on identity formation based on patterns 
about the ideas (and ideals) associated with the instantiations of distinct orientations 
recorded in the history of engineering education.

For this, we look at the institutional level to understand the different ways of 
conceiving the historical instantiations of TUs (or their counterparts1). We assume 
a distinction between the major concepts in use and their empirical instantiations, 
allowing for ideations of the TU and its institutional capability to develop towards 
these idealized directions. In this sense, we focus on the TU both as an organization 
and as an “assemblage of ideas” (Barnett, 2012, p.44).

When referring to the instantiated TU, we consider it an organizational entity 
that has identity and agency.2 We assume that a TU has identity inasmuch as it can 
be associated with a set of characteristics, articulated in programmatic documents, 
vision plans, mission statements or university mottos. The organizational iden-
tity of the TU can be seen as the outcome of a joint process of self-observation, 
by which its operations are reported through financial figures or annual reports, 

1 Such as institutes of technology, polytechnical universities or engineering colleges.
2 We are aware of the limitations of our approach, which does not strive to enquire deeper, à la Gilbert 
Ryle, what is a university and where can the University of Oxford be found. Instead of tracing the meta-
physical characteristics of universities in relation to their parts or encompassing structures, for simplicity 
purposes, we focus on ways in which conceptual models of universities have been traced based on their 
instantiated function, that might be insensitive to variations in the different metaphysical understandings 
of the concept of “university”.
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and self-description, in the form of an explicit message created collaboratively by 
its members to describe in general terms its operations (Seidl, 2005). As such, we 
encounter self-articulated identities of TUs such as MIT (2020) which is “striving 
for the highest standards of intellectual and creative excellence,” NMITE (n.d.) as 
“a (politely) disruptive game changer,” or TU Eindhoven (2018, p.13) described as 
“open, personal and engaged”. Considering this, the first research question of the 
contribution can be understood as facilitating an institutional identity-seeking and 
sense-making process rooted in historical evidence.

We also assume that a TU has agency inasmuch as such institutions have “options 
before them as to which direction to follow, which values to uphold and within which 
frameworks they might comport themselves” (Barnett, 2021, p.274). For example, 
Colorado School of Mines (n.d.) strives for its “ideas, actions and innovations to have 
a transformative impact on individuals and society, leading to shared prosperity and 
sustainable use of the Earth’s resources”. University College London (n.d.) "believes 
in contributing to local communities". The College of Engineering and Applied Sci-
ence of the University of Cincinnati (n.d.) describes itself as a place where students 
“gain real-world experience while collecting a real-world paycheck.” In terms of val-
ues, TU Munich prioritizes excellence, entrepreneurial mindsets, integrity, collegial-
ity, and resilience. Cape Peninsula University of Technology names as its first val-
ues those of “dealing with others in a spirit of Ubuntu” and “mutual respect.” Given 
this agential capacity, we can reprise the question asked by Terrance (1991, p.150) of 
“how are we to think about the moral responsibility of institutions?” in the context 
of TUs. This concern is reflected by our second research question, which aligns with 
Terrance (1991, p.160)’s belief that “the manner in which universities perform their 
responsibilities is an important component of our collective moral life” and bears “a 
significant influence on the moral understanding and behaviour of others.”

Methodology

Our novel contribution is to frame the responsibility of TUs based on a historical 
analysis of implicit and explicit concepts, visions and pedagogical approaches docu-
mented in engineering education. The analysis is based on a non-systematic litera-
ture review using the methodological recommendations developed by Borrego et al. 
(2014). For this, we first set the research questions for the study and the criteria for 
selecting relevant studies. The inclusion criteria considered whether the documents 
discussed key moments in the development of engineering education, as well as 
aspects related to engineering education policymaking, implementation or teaching. 
Afterwards, we searched for relevant publications in the SCOPUS and Web of Sci-
ence databases, using the following search string: TITLE-ABS-KEY (histor* AND 
engineering AND education). The sources retrieved via this search process were 
screened for relevance to the research questions stated above. In addition, the bibli-
ographies of the most cited publications were screened to identify any other relevant 
publications. We also considered the literature consulted by the first author in her 
doctoral study (Martin, 2020) to include any further relevant sources. As such, the 
review included for full text screening more than 700 sources published in science 
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and technology studies and engineering education journals, book chapters, the pro-
ceedings of major conferences and policy documents.

The search was conducted in English, and solely sources published in English 
were considered. Thus, a limitation is the framing of the concept of responsibility 
and the deployment of a historical lens provided by sources of an Anglo-speaking 
and Western-culture provenance. This limitation suggests the need to complement 
this study with commentaries or additional review studies set in other cultural and 
geographical contexts that would expand our proposal.

The Historical Orientations of Engineering Education

In what follows, we present the major orientations encountered in the history of 
engineering education, exploring their emergence, the practices by which they are 
transposed in TUs, and the main criticisms. All these orientations are synthesized in 
Table 1. We follow Barnett (2011) to posit that TUs may have multiple orientations 
and that no institution instantiates solely one orientation. These orientations pertain 
to the TU’s academic function and the professional identity, values, and sense of 
responsibility fostered.

The Scientific Orientation

The scientific orientation has a long tradition, first brought to the forefront of engi-
neering education at the École Polytechnique in Paris during the French Revolu-
tion. It was further adopted and adapted throughout the industrialized world dur-
ing the nineteenth and twentieth centuries (Angulo, 2012; Jamison, 2013), counting 
among its representatives at their origins the Danish Technical University, the Czech 
Polytechnic University of Prague, Karlsruhe Institute of Technology or the Tech-
nical University of Vienna (Jessen, 2007; Bucciarelli et  al., 2009; Jamison, 2013; 
Geschwind & Broström, 2020)3. According to its first prospectus published in 1826, 
the Civil Engineering Degree of University College London (n.d.) aimed to offer a 
“system of academical education” to the “young men intended for the scientific pro-
fession of Civil Engineer”.

This orientation fosters an academic vision of engineering as applied science, 
which emphasizes the imparting of scientific knowledge through educational pro-
cesses consisting largely of “book learning,” lectures, small group discussions to 
support students struggling with the theoretical material, and practical sessions 
about machine drawing and applying the principles of mathematics and physics to 
the construction of roads, waterways, military structures or weaponry (Angulo, 2012 
p.318; Jamison, 2013, p.21; Fox & Guagnini, 2004).

The science-driven curriculum favours mathematics and the natural and physi-
cal sciences of specific engineering fields. In this sense, “the norms and values are 

3 Throughout the article, we are referring to the institutions by their current name, unless otherwise 
specified.
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often focused on academic freedom, and power and influence is largely rooted in 
disciplinary knowledge and expertise” (Pinheiro & Stensaker, 2014, p.500). This 
educational approach prepares engineers for the roles of experts, consultants, or the-
oreticians (Hashagen, in Harwood, 2006; Jamison et  al., 2014; McMahon, 1984). 
According to Jamison (2013, p.21), the professional identity is of an applied scien-
tist who “transfers theories and concepts of the basic sciences into one or another 
instrumental materialization”. Such an engineer is a “no-nonsense problem solver, 
guided by scientific rationality” (Herkert, 2001).

The scientific orientation had a prominent role in the history of engineering edu-
cation (Petrina, 2003), and is still considered to dominate it (Martin et al., 2021a). 
According to Wicklein (1997, p.72), the engineering curriculum is “little different 
from the old vocational models used in years past that concentrate on the technical 
aspects of selected tools and materials”.

Nevertheless, in recent decades, this orientation was criticized for its commitment 
to value neutrality and the decoupling of the scientific discourse from societal con-
cerns and public welfare (Carberry & Baker, 2018; Cech, 2014; Martin & Polmear, 
2023). More so, it is argued that TUs’ exclusive focus on a scientific orientation does 
“an insufficient job in giving students the experience of engineering as a meaningful 
craft, or that as engineers they will be able to contribute to a better world” (Stevens 
et al., 2007, p.3). In its extreme form, the disengagement from societal problems of 
the scientific orientation is predicated to give rise to what Barry (2012) describes as 
“technically competent barbarians,” a coinage referring to the engineers developing 
technological solutions that move humanity on an unsustainable path.

The Market Orientation

Since the beginning of engineering higher education, the market orientation was cast 
in opposition to the scientific one (Edström, 2017a, 2020; Seely, 1999a; Harwood, 
2006). In many European regions, the rationale behind the development of TUs was 
linked with tackling industrial decline or boosting economic competitiveness (Ahl-
ström, 1982; Geschwind & Broström, 2020). This is the case of The Netherlands, 
where the founding of the Technical University of Twente in 1961 is considered “a 
particularly clear example of how national and regional level strategies to facilitate 
a transition from failing industrial structures to a new regime of technology-based 
entrepreneurship were strongly anchored in ideas about what a technical university 
would be able to achieve in this domain” (Geschwind & Broström, 2020, p.20). In 
Belgium, Liège was chosen by Royal decree to the detriment of Namur as the site 
for providing technical education due to its proximity to coalmines, ironworks, and 
quarries. As such, the University of Liège incorporated a Mining School in 1825. 
Here,  the University’s administrator promoted a different vision to the one of the 
Paris Polytechnic model by introducing practical training and fieldwork. This served 
to develop links with local industries, including courses held in John Cockerill’s 
enterprise at Seraing, which was one of the major and most modern ironworks of 
the time (Leboutte, 1995, pp.102–103). The situation was similar in Sweden, where 
technological education initially reflected the profile of local industries: “education 
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in mining was provided in the mining town of Falun, shipping and textiles in the 
port city of Gothenburg, and machine engineering and chemical technology in the 
capital Stockholm” (Geschwind & Broström, 2020, p.16).

In England and Wales, technical education began to develop at a time when 
Great Britain’s economic strength was challenged by Germany’s rising power, thus 
emphasizing industrial relevance (Walsh, 2018). It came into force with the sign-
ing of the Technical Instruction Act in 1889, which promoted “instruction in the 
principles of science and art applicable to industries, and in the application of spe-
cial branches of science and art to specific industries or employments” (Commission 
on Technical Education, p.33, in Walsh, 2018). As Heywood (2005, p.5) notes, in 
Great Britain, the cultural formation of engineers arose from a tradition in which 
industry was expected to play a key part. The professionalization of engineering in 
Great Britain focused on traditional craftsmanship and apprenticeship rather than 
theoretical learning (Brosan, 1972; Pratt, 1997; Sjöstrand, 2013). In Ireland, tech-
nical education began under British influence as an applied type of study relevant 
to trade and industry (Walsh, 2018, pp.143–144). The first technical educational 
institution in Dublin, now the Technological University of Dublin, started as “the 
product of a coalition between the Corporation, business interests in the city and the 
newly formed Dublin Trades Council” (Walsh, 2018, p.130). Instruction had the role 
of preparing for employment in industry and trade in close liaison with employers’ 
associations. It included courses in commercial subjects such as accountancy and 
economy as well as apprenticeships (Duff et al., 2000; Walsh, 2018).

Outside Europe, the vision of engineering education rooted in the “shop culture” 
was predominantly found in the USA, where it developed under the influence of a 
professional body trained through apprenticeship and who portrayed engineering as 
a commercial occupation (Calvert, 1967; McMahon, 1984; Seely, 1999b). Although 
envisioned to mix elements of the science and market orientations, it was the lat-
ter orientation that prevailed in the US engineering education. Notable in this sense 
is the observation of Alois Riedler, who during his visit in 1894 noted that while 
American students have impressive laboratories, they “lacked sufficient training in 
maths or physics” (Gispen, 1989).

In its beginnings,  Massachusetts Institute of Technology aimed  to serve the 
interests of industry and commerce as much as focusing on basic research and the 
advancement of science (Angulo, 2009; Etzkowitz, 1988). To support this edu-
cational ideal, its founder, William Barton Rogers, introduced dedicated teaching 
methods, spaces and departments. Among these is a museum displaying American 
industrial and agricultural innovations for the purpose of higher learning and the 
Society of Arts, which was a department for “keeping abreast of recent science-
related inventions, products, and processes, both domestic and foreign”, whose 
members would “recommend experiments with products, processes, and machinery 
worthy of further investigation” (Angulo, 2009, p.88, p.94). Another innovation was 
the centrality of “laboratory exercises” where faculty would “not only demonstrate 
experiments as part of lecture presentations, but also supervise student experiments 
with laboratory apparatus” (Angulo, 2009, p.95). Through these initiatives, Rogers 
hoped to attract students from industrial classes. Reflecting a stronger market-driven 
vision were the College of Engineering and Applied Science of the University of 
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Cincinnati (Harwood, 2006, p.56) and Georgia Institute of Technology, with the lat-
ter defending in the late nineteenth century its practically oriented curriculum as an 
example of “practice against theory; the shop against the study; the hammer against 
the book” (Harwood, 2005, p.11).

In Colombia, the National School of Mines in Medellin cultivated the "long-
standing position" according to which engineers "should serve as entrepreneurs and 
managers in [private] companies." As was the case with many European TUs, its 
location was a "commercial and industrial center that dominated the most important 
national export product of the time” (Valderrama et al., p.829).

The market orientation is manifest in contemporary engineering education 
through two types of discourse. First, there is the employability discourse, according 
to which “the focus of training must increasingly be on employability,” highlight-
ing the “urgent need for a concerted effort […] to ensure that a well-trained flexible 
workforce is available as a means of sustaining a national competitive advantage in 
a world of mega-competition” (Richardson, 2000, p.179). This approach is fostered 
through professional skills courses, labor-market surveys of desired graduate skills 
or curricular content, and the creation of industry advisory boards within TUs (Case, 
2014; Shekhawat, 2020; Martin, Bombaerts & Johri, 2021). The market orientation 
is the outcome of increasing calls for engineering education to be more responsive 
to the needs of industry (Downey & Lucena, 1995).

Second, there is the entrepreneurial discourse promoting the entrepreneurial uni-
versity as “a centre of innovation and self-sufficiency in a turbulent age” (Clark, 
1998). This approach bloomed with the signing in the USA in 1980 of the Bayh-
Dole Act (Audretsch & Belitski, 2021), at a time when concerns about competitive-
ness elevated engineering to the status of “a national problem” (Downey & Lucena, 
1995, p.183). The professional identity promoted is of the engineer as a hero entre-
preneur (Byers et al., 2013). The template of entrepreneurial universities was shaped 
by engineering-based higher education institutions (Benner, 2020; Clark, 1998). The 
main traits are strong steering, a culture of entrepreneurial achievements, a commit-
ment to financial expansion, agility, and openness to change (Gibb, 2013; Pinheiro 
& Stensaker, 2014). The approach is cultivated through research spinoffs, student 
entrepreneurial projects or dedicated university departments and learning spaces, 
such as technology-transfer offices or innovation spaces (Etzkowitz, 2003; Hülsbeck 
et al., 2013; Rasmussen et al., 2006). According to Benner (2020), young TUs such 
as Twente, Warwick, Joensuu and Strathclyde are representative of the entrepreneur-
ial focus.

Some of the pedagogical approaches of the market orientation are reflected in the 
impactful movement CDIO-Conceive, Design, Implement, Operate new products, 
processes, and systems (Norrman & Hjelm, 2017, Edström, 2017b). According to 
Kristina Edström (2018), one of the CDIO founders, the movement emerged in the 
late 1990s with the aim of “improving an overly theoretical education by integrating 
also necessary professional aspects.” In the background, we find debates about the 
future of engineering education which “could be interpreted as reactions to the lack 
of professional preparation” (Edström, 2018, p.51). CDIO emphasizes design- and 
project-based learning (Crawley et al., 2014; Edström et al., 2020), and more cur-
rently has extended to accommodate challenge-based learning (Kohn Rådberg et al., 
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2020). The educational focus is on “learning the process through which an idea or 
invention is connected to useful application and a means of creating access to it 
(innovation) in a scalable way (entrepreneurship)” (Weilerstein & Byers, 2016, p.2).

Overall, the current market orientation recognizes STEM knowledge as “a force of 
production in its own right” (Barnett & Guzmán-Valenzuela, 2021, p.4). This orienta-
tion is underpinned by a fundamental socio-economic change towards a knowledge-
based society (Bassano et al., 2019), reflected in a curriculum framework that prior-
itizes economically powerful skills (Ward, 2012) and knowledge commercialization 
(Audretsch & Belitski, 2021). Some proponents root the market orientation of engi-
neering education in the “logic of the marketplace” (Slaughter & Rhoades, 2004) and 
neo-liberal beliefs about the positive effects of competition, efficiency and work pro-
ductivity (Conlon, 2008; Pinheiro & Stensaker, 2014). In the market orientation, the 
creation of new knowledge and understandings is valued through its impact on the 
wider world, “preferably in the form of an economic return” (Barnett, 2012, p.36).

This approach is not without critics. It has been argued that an extreme focus 
on getting graduates to adapt to the needs of the labour market may lead to social 
myopia when ignoring problematic employment practices or social conditions (Con-
lon, 2008, p.154). Reflecting on the US context, Noble (1979) described engineer-
ing education as a system explicitly designed to serve corporate interests. The most 
fervent critics deplore the capturing of universities by “cognitive capitalism” (Bou-
tang, 2012; Roggero, 2011) or “knowledge capitalism” (Peters, 2013), which leaves 
unchallenged the production and innovation paradigm (Vinsel & Russell, 2020). 
Innovation is considered both “as value-in-itself and as panacea” (Russell & Vinsel, 
2019, p.250). As such, some blamed the market orientation for having contributed to 
the “privatisation of everything” (Burawoy, 2005, p.263), including vital resources 
like water (Petrella, 2001). According to its critics, market-driven engineering edu-
cation neglects the commitment toward a just economic distribution (Johnston et al., 
1996) and bridging the gap between what technology could provide for society and 
its actual contribution (Cooley, 1978).

The Social Orientation

A more recent approach emphasizes engineers’ social role. At its core, the social 
orientation was reflected in the engineering curriculum through content purporting 
to ethics, citizenship, liberal arts, critical theory, global and cultural awareness, and 
Science and Technology Studies (STS).

The rise of the socially oriented TU has been slow and conducted in parallel to 
efforts of establishing the primacy of societal considerations and accountability of 
the engineering profession (Weil, 1984, p.343; Mitcham, 2009). It can be credited 
to two forces. One is represented by individual engineers pushing for change toward 
the primacy of public interest (Mitcham, 1994). The other is the force of citizen 
movements demanding accountability for the social and environmental impact of 
engineering developments, following the controversies related to the use of nuclear 
weapons during WW2 and several aviation and car safety failures (Weil, 1984; Mit-
cham, 1994; Seely, 2005).
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Six key moments stand out in the emergence of the social orientation: (i) the 
publication of pedagogical interventions in the Journal of Engineering Education 
in 1960s (Wisnioski, 2009, p.761) (ii) the genre of technology and society emerg-
ing in the late 1960s linked with small publishing houses (Wisnioski, 2009, p.757), 
(iii) the 1968 survey Liberal Learning for the Engineer conducted by Olmsted on 
behalf of the American Society of Engineering Education, which prompted nearly 
two hundred technical colleges in the US to experiment with teaching interventions 
that addressed technology’s societal implications (Wisnioski, 2012, p.165); (iv) the 
report commissioned by the Hastings Center in 1977 mapping the status and pros-
pects of engineering ethics in the US and addressing for the first time the aims and 
content of engineering ethics education, the qualifications required for instructors 
and the available teaching material (Baum, 1980; Mitcham & Englehardt, 2019); 
(v) the first textbooks on engineering ethics published in the late 1970s and 1980s 
(Mitcham, 2009; Weil, 1984) and (vi) the signing of the Washington Accord in 1989 
by the accrediting bodies of the USA, Canada, UK, Ireland, Australia and New Zea-
land, which included among its graduate attributes “societal, health, safety, legal and 
cultural issues and the consequent responsibilities relevant to professional engineer-
ing practice” (International Engineering Alliance, 1989). The Accord is considered 
to have paved the way for the introduction of ethics as an accreditation criterion and 
in the engineering curriculum in signatory countries across the world from 2000 
onwards (Lattuca et al., 2006).

The first dedicated courses and programs representative of the social orientation 
flourished at elite universities, such as Harvard or CalTech, and in a small group 
of liberal arts colleges. An example is Dartmouth Engineering, whose faculty were 
drawn to theories of technological politics (Wisnioski, 2012). Under the adminis-
tration of Frank Warren Garran, Darthmouth sees in 1942 the launch of the Tuck-
Thayer program, consisting of three years of liberal arts topped with two years of 
engineering and business (Thayer School of Engineering, n.d.). This vision of engi-
neering education promoting breadth over depth through liberal arts was further pur-
sued in the 1960s through several measures implemented by Dean Myron Tribus, 
including the abolishment of disciplinary departments (Seely, 2010, p.94).

If the technical and market-driven approaches made their way from Europe to the 
USA via engineers educated at European institutions (Karvar, 1995)4, the expansion 
of the socially oriented TU originates in the USA and only later became manifest in 
other parts of the world. Among the TUs in Europe, Delft has developed for over 
two decades engineering ethics courses emphasizing responsible research and inno-
vation, design for values, and risk ethics (Taebi & Kastenberg, 2019; van Grunsven 
et al., 2021).

4 In his study, Karvar (1995) mentions the contribution of French Polytechnicians to the establishment 
of engineering schools, at the request of foreign governments, as well as in bringing their expertise to 
the creation of public works in other countries. Among these works are “the fortification of the Eastern 
coast of America by S. Bernard, the construction of the trans-Appalachian railroad by C. Crozet, the 
reconstruction of Saint Isaac’s Cathedral in Saint Petersburg by G. Lame and E. Clapeyron, and the dam-
building sites in Egypt led by French Saint-Simonians”.
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In its inception, the socially oriented TU fostered various curricular approaches, 
ranging from humanizing engineering via liberal education (Bucciarelli & Drew, 
2018), teaching systems analysis to produce professional socio-technologists, intro-
ducing non-engineers to technological thinking or creating social-scientific experts 
outside of engineering (Wisnioski, 2012). More recently, we witness the emergence 
of non-mainstream currents promoting global and cultural awareness (Downey 
et al., 2006; Johri & Jesiek, 2014; Luegenbiehl & Clancy, 2017; Martin et al., 2023), 
social justice (Baillie, 2020; Leydens & Lucena, 2017; Niles et al., 2020), activist 
engineering (Karwat, 2020), feminism (Riley, 2013), decolonial movements (Cord-
eiro Cruz, 2021; Kutay et al., 2018; Lord et al., 2019; Seniuk Cicek et al., 2021), 
liberative approaches (Bowen & Johnson, 2020; Riley, 2003), critical participation 
(York, 2018) and community participation in technology development and assess-
ment (Kaplan et al., 2021). Through these pedagogical approaches, the social orien-
tation strives to develop the identity of engineering graduates as citizens and com-
munity members.

Despite promoting a vision of societal service, this orientation is criticized for its 
potentially limited focus on altering the contextual aspects preventing ethical behav-
iour. The social orientation may not fully account for technology’s role in perpetuat-
ing power structures and methods of resistance in engineering practice (Jones, 2021; 
Bucher, 2018). It presupposes a bottom-up approach towards societal change, yet the 
military origins of engineering imposed top-down hierarchical processes that rein-
force the status quo of current power relations over the public good (McGowan & 
Bell, 2020). For example, case studies have a diminished focus on power relations, 
ensuring equity, empowering individuals, fostering a dissenting voice, criticizing the 
profession and professional institutions, or addressing the “structural issues affecting 
an engineer’s agency” (Martin et al., 2021b, p.55; Rottmann & Reeve, 2020; Mor-
rison, 2020; Lawlor, 2021). Following Huckle (2017, p.70), it can be argued that the 
social oriented engineering education can do better in conveying “powerful knowl-
edge” that would expose students to reflection on “the structures and processes at 
work in the world that lead to injustice, a lack of democracy, and a failure to realise 
sustainable forms of development,” as well as the “ideology that masks these struc-
tures and processes.” Examples include addressing the culture of oppression against 
people of colour rooted in algorithm bias (Umoja Noble, 2018) or the impact of 
surveillance technology on civil liberties (Lyon, 2007). The social orientation is also 
in its infancy stage when it comes to reflecting on how engineering education repli-
cates Western cultural paradigms or caters to specific ethnic or gender groups to the 
exclusion of women, people of colour or minorities (Lord et al., 2019).

The Political Orientation

The political orientation of engineering education is linked to a major role engi-
neers had in national plans for military operations and defence during the eighteenth 
and nineteenth centuries (Singh, 2012). As nations focused on territorial unifica-
tion, there was a need for specialised professionals able to contribute to increasingly 
technical domains purporting to communication, roads, canals and shipbuilding, 
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armaments and fortification (Karvar, 1995). On the European continent, shortages 
in expertise led France, Germany and the UK to pioneer the development of formal 
education for engineers (Karvar, 1995; Bucciarelli et  al., 2009). The engineering 
corps proved essential during the Napoleonic Wars, but also in the US Independ-
ence War (Lienhard, 1998). In Britain, in 1812, the experience of the Peninsular 
War revealed the importance of fortifications, leading to the establishment of a 
Royal Engineering School at Chatham (Bucciarelli et al., 2009, p.2). Other exam-
ples offered by Karvar (1995, pp.85–86) include the Virginia Military Institute, 
where students were part of the state militia during their enrolment. In Saint Peters-
burg, engineers had the same status as army officers, while in Japan, the building 
of a shipyard was accompanied by the creation in 1867 of a technical school which 
included a track restricted to Samurai for training shipbuilding engineers. Thus, the 
political orientation saw the engineers’ role overlapping with that of a soldier in 
state’s service.

In the twentieth century, we also encounter a notable role of engineers as policy-
makers. A strong example is the collaboration between the US President Franklin 
D. Roosevelt and his scientific advisor, the engineer Vannevar Bush (1945), which 
led to the historical document Science, the Endless Frontier. MIT and Harvey Mudd 
College initiated two pioneering programmes reflecting the political role of engi-
neering. In 1947, under the direction of Warren K. Lewis, MIT undertook a two-
year survey focused on developing world leaders (Wisnioski, 2012, p.178). Jerome 
Wiesner, who joined MIT in the 1966 first as dean of science and later became pres-
ident, further advocated for a “new breed of socially and politically savvy technolo-
gists” and envisioned the institution as “an incubator of technical leaders who would 
serve civil society with results” (Wisnioski, 2012, pp.180–181). This ideal culmi-
nated in 1975 with the official introduction of a program in Technology Studies, 
with courses such as “Theories of Technological Society and Politics” and having 
as members the political scientist Langdon Winner, the historian Charles Weiner, 
and the engineers Irving Kaplan and Louis Bucciarelli (Wisnioski, 2012, p.182). At 
Harvey Mudd College, the program Quest for Commonwealth was introduced in the 
1970s by Theodore Waldman, whose goal was to instil the “understanding that the 
political legal and social problems that men had dealt with was as important as sug-
gesting a solution to them” (Wisnioski, 2012, p.177). The program included reading 
Thucydides’ History of the Peloponnesian War and reflections on how legislative 
bodies deliberate over public issues (Wisnioski, 2012, p.177).

More recently, the policy role of engineers is closely linked with the technologi-
zation of society and automation of work. Mitcham (2009) has identified a “policy 
turn” in engineering education, concerned with transforming institutional arrange-
ments and policy directives affecting engineering practice, but also with structural 
issues such as overconsumption (Swearengen & Woodhouse, 2003). It was argued 
that to enhance engineers’ agency towards responsible practice, it is crucial to first 
develop the means to change the context of practice through laws, policies or regula-
tions, and to strengthen support structures, such as professional associations or civic 
groups (Son, 2008; Zandvoort, 2005). Beder (1998, pp.175–176) agrees that laws 
imposing “previously non-existent constraints” can become “inducement mecha-
nisms” for technological innovations protecting the environment. Given the need for 
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policy modifications, this orientation promotes the curricular adoption of change-
agent skills and opportunities to take action on and off campus (Rowe, 2007, p.324).

The aims of the political and social orientations are similar in their engagement 
with societal challenges and contribution to the public good. But while the social 
orientation emphasizes this engagement through bottom-up change measures, the 
political orientation is focused on enabling engineers to engage competently with 
the elite and change the world from top-to-bottom, through laws, regulations and 
political decision-making.

Common curricular approaches include a focus on how public policy and patterns 
of regulation can lead to more sustainable outcomes (Donnelly & Boyle, 2006, p.1), 
knowledge about national and international standards, directives, regulations, and 
legislation, product liability, contract documents and planning requirements, secu-
rity, privacy and GDPR, intellectual property and patent laws and simulations of 
policy-making processes (Martin et al, 2020; Bekkers & Bombaerts, 2017; Conlon 
& Zandvoort, 2011).

Nevertheless, the political orientation finds itself at the periphery of engineering 
education (Morgan et al., 2020). It is also considered to insufficiently question the 
paradigms of innovation and economic growth that are core to engineering prac-
tice (O’Neill, 2012). TUs predominantly situate their teaching within mainstream 
economic currents that envision unlimited economic growth as possible and desir-
able. The discussion of alternate ways of conceiving economic activity or promoting 
the reuse and maintenance of existing technological artefacts is largely absent from 
engineering education (Johnson & Siller, 2021; Russell & Vinsel, 2019). These 
might include making room in the curriculum for lecture topics, reflective assign-
ments or design challenges linked to degrowth, agrowth or bioeconomics practices 
and theories (Kallis & Schneider, 2008). The political engineering education could 
complement its current teaching through knowledge of alternative policies oriented 
at sustainable production, promoting refurbishment, or designing economic systems 
for the people and planet (Kopnina, 2018, p.21; Jackson & Senker, 2011).

The Ecological Orientation

The ecological orientation is the most recent orientation of TUs. It gained attention 
with the increasing calls for engineers to address the three pillars of the sustain-
able development goals (SDG), tackle climate change, and develop cradle-to-cradle 
strategies. This orientation acknowledges that TUs’ role is broader than knowledge 
generation and transfer, comprising contributions to a more sustainable and just 
future (Cortese, 2003; Giesenbauer & Müller-Christ, 2020) and the development 
of a circular economy (Kirchherr & Piscicelli, 2019). According to this orientation, 
TUs need to address on a regional or a global level the minimization of negative 
environmental effects generated in the use of their resources, via teaching, research, 
outreach, partnership, and stewardship (Velazquez et al., 2006).

The curricular focus is on the needs of present and future generations and the 
transition to sustainable societal patterns (Segalàs, 2009). The driver for formally 
considering environmental, ecological and sustainable aspects in education was the 
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Stockholm Conference in 1972, which led to several academic declarations, charters 
and partnerships (Lozano et al., 2013, p.12), and the report Our Common Future of 
the UN Brundtland Commission (WCED, 1991). At the same time, global justice 
issues were acknowledged in the 1970s via counter-culture movements concerned 
with the Gandhian ideal of technology appropriation (Nieusma & Riley, 2010). 
More recently, at the intersection of both areas of concern and seeking to incorpo-
rate all three pillars of sustainable development, we find the emergence of global 
energy justice proponents and movements (Bombaerts et  al., 2020; Sovacool & 
Dworkin, 2014).

Among the first TUs that implemented ecological curricular components are 
Monterrey Tec, Delft University of Technology (Lozano, 2006), Royal Melbourne 
Institute of Technology (Holgaard et  al., 2016), Chalmers University of Technol-
ogy, the Polytechnic University of Catalonia (Holmberg et  al., 2008), The Tokyo 
Institute of Technology and Colorado School of Mines (Mitcham & Munoz, 2010; 
Wisnioski, 2012).

The practices associated with this orientation relate to adaptive management 
to emerging topics (Brown, 2012), cooperation with NGOs (Perez-Foguet et  al., 
2018)5, initiatives for greening the whole campus (Leal Filho et  al., 2018), inter-
disciplinarity and silo-breaking (Blanco-Portela et  al., 2017), as well as the crea-
tion of new departments such as green offices (Bautista-Puig & Sanz-Casado, 2021) 
or dedicated programs in Environmental or Humanitarian engineering (Mitcham 
& Munoz, 2010). Teaching is focused on learning by doing and doing by learning 
(Loorbach, 2007), whole systems thinking (Sterling, 2005; Loorbach & Rotmans, 
2006, p.10), closed-loop systems (Kopnina, 2021), biomimicry tools and methods 
(Martínez-Acosta et al., 2023; Stevens et al., 2021), problem reframing (Sterling & 
Schumacher Society, 2001), technology appropriation and critiques of global tech-
nology transfers (Nieusma & Riley, 2010), questioning dominant paradigms and 
privilege in international development (Xavier et al., 2019), humanitarian engineer-
ing (Lucena et al., 2007; Mazzurco & Murzi, 2017), cross-cultural design projects 
(Fairfax & Lee, 2016) or eco-designs (Nickel et al., 2022). The identity promoted 
through these practices is of the engineer as a planetary citizen (Thompson, 2001), 
transition manager (Loorbach, 2007), or change agent (Van Poeck et al., 2017).

Nonetheless, there is a risk that the explicit focus on sustainability in the pub-
lic mission and value statements of universities turns into greenwashing (Sonetti 
et  al., 2016). Greenwashing is defined as the mismatch between an institution’s 
poor environmental performance and positive communication about environmen-
tal performance (Delmas & Burbano, 2011). This is “a deliberate act” to either 
hide potentially harmful environmental practices or to falsely portray the univer-
sity’s practices as eco-friendly (Mitchell & Ramey, 2011). Given that the green 
market is proliferating (Delmas & Burbano, 2011) and students are increasingly 
attracted to degrees in sustainable engineering (SOS, 2021), TUs recognize the 

5 Notable are the educational efforts of organisations or platforms such as Engineers Without Borders, 
Engineers Against Poverty, Engineering for Change, Engineers for Overseas Development and Engineers 
for a Sustainable World (Nieusma & Riley, 2010; Smith, Tran & Compston, 2020).
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market value of green branding. At its worst, the ecological orientation is a shop-
window tied to neoliberalism that undermines its core values (Beveridge et  al., 
2014). In this sense, greenwashing is a strategic decision for TUs to make unwar-
ranted or exaggerated claims of environmental friendliness in an attempt to gain 
market share (Dahl, 2010, p.247). Furthermore, this approach tends to empha-
size the environmental pillar to the neglect of the socio-economic pillars of SDG 
(Jamison, 2013; Schank & Rieckmann, 2019). As such, the link to the social ori-
entation is often overlooked as the dominant discourse on sustainability is cast in 
technical terms.

Articulating the Responsibility of Technological Universities

As engineering education changed and broadened over time, and this process is 
ongoing, the responsibility of contemporary TUs is far from clear. Current societal 
challenges demand a broader role of TUs, which sees them as key contributors to 
the development and resilience of societies (Geschwind et  al., 2019). This role is 
highlighted in new initiatives, such as the University Social Responsibility Network 
(Shek et al., 2017). Moreso, TUs are ideally placed to respond to “the skills-wisdom 
gap”, by which Martin (2006) draws attention to the increasing danger that techno-
logical expertise will surpass the ability of governments and people to direct it to 
constructive ends. Following reflections on the responsibilities that institutions have 
(Erskine, 2003), we extend this discussion to TUs and postulate that responsibility 
needs to be a component of the identity and activity of TUs.

Nevertheless, it is far from clear how to elaborate the responsibility of TUs. Fur-
thermore, there is a disconnect between the wide range of historical orientations 
displayed by TUs and the homogenous understanding of responsibility proclaimed. 
Typically, it is the social responsibility that is made explicit and emphasized, either 
in mission statements or public discourse (Amorim et  al., 2017). Yet it is unclear 
what the concept of responsibility refers to, nor does the concept provide a suffi-
cient lens to grasp the distinct identities TUs may have. Given the gap between the 
homogenous formulation of societal responsibility and the heterogeneous orienta-
tions of TUs, it is crucial to articulate the responsibility of TUs, mindful of their 
different orientations.

In what follows, we address the second research question of our contribution, 
by enquiring what are the responsibilities of contemporary TUs? For this, we build 
on the historical review presented in the previous section to articulate five distinct 
responsibilities rooted in the different characteristics and orientations recorded in 
the history of engineering education. As such, to the prevailing suggestion that the 
locus of fostering responsibility lies with the social orientation of TUs, we respond 
that a focus on responsibility can permeate all orientations instantiated in the history 
of engineering education. Each orientation can be seen as a vehicle for promoting 
and fostering the development of engineering responsibility. Nevertheless, each ori-
entation can be linked with specific understandings of responsibility, as rendered in 
Table 1:
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Scientific responsibility consists of the “appropriate application of scientific meth-
ods, the accurate reporting of results and open dissemination of findings” and 
“the consequences of research” (Rhodes & Sulton, 2010). It is associated with 
values pertaining to scientific discovery, research integrity, excellence, knowl-
edge of disciplinary fundamentals, technical expertise, objectivity, open science 
and academic freedom.
Professional responsibility follows professional conduct codes or targets corpo-
rate social responsibility when pursuing values purporting to product and process 
innovation, scalability, efficiency, effectiveness, competitiveness, profit and pro-
ductivity.
Civic responsibility prioritises people and communities as ends in themselves. It 
is linked with values such as justice, inclusiveness, care, equity, fairness, acces-
sibility, subjectivity and empowerment.
Legal responsibility focuses on the legal exercise of power, via top-down political 
decision-making or setting regulations or policies guiding technological design. 
Its corresponding values are legal accountability, public engagement and leader-
ship.
Intra- and inter- generational responsibility: considers moral obligations towards 
present and future generations. It acknowledges indirect reciprocity and ageless 
duties. It goes hand in hand with the principles and goals of sustainable develop-
ment, as well as the values of universality and non-discrimination.

The five distinct articulations of responsibility permit the integration of the third 
mission of universities into all activities and practices of TUs, irrespective of their 
orientation (Karlsen et  al., 2019). We thus call for contemporary TUs to become 
responsible institutions, by embracing in an explicit manner one or more concep-
tions of responsibility and aligning their vision with their practice. This extends to 
the collaborations pursued with different external actors in the co-creation of values 
(Table 1).

Stakeholders in value co-creation may include R&D centers and laboratories (sci-
ence orientation), start-ups, SMEs and large industry companies (market orienta-
tion), NGOs, citizen associations, local communities, consumer and user groups 
(social orientation), local and national governments, think-tanks, national or inter-
national policy bodies (policy orientation), environmental associations, groups 
and networks, humanitarian bodies, underprivileged or at-risk communities, and 
communities affected by natural or man-made disasters (ecological orientation). A 
responsible TU needs to have criteria for selecting its external partners or funders 
that align with the responsibility it wishes to foster.

Conclusion

The article started by noting that the TU is both an organization and an “assem-
blage of ideas” (Barnett, 2012, p.44). In its latter form, it allows for creative aspira-
tions and conveys hope in the transformation of the former, as “a collective space to 
imagine new possibilities for the university’s agency” (Barnett, 2021, p.274). The 
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contribution is twofold. First, it offers a historical overview of five major orienta-
tions that shaped engineering education. This allows university leaders and practi-
tioners to reflect on the identity of their institutions, based on their pedagogical prac-
tices, conception of engineering and the role of the engineer fostered. Second, the 
paper puts forward five distinct ways for understanding the responsibility of contem-
porary TUs, complementing each orientation. The responsibility of TUs comprises 
scientific, professional, civic, legal, or intra- and inter-generational responsibilities.

As such, the paper serves as an invitation for TUs to use the lens rendered in 
Table  1 to engage in reflection about the orientations they display (their identity) 
and the change strategies towards the orientations they strive for (their agency). As 
Rover (2008, p.389) notes, “the key to change is first understanding what we are, and 
then taking steps toward what we are capable of becoming.” For the self-assessment 
of TU’s identity, we encourage the use of varied research techniques applied inter-
nally, via departmental peer-to-peer meetings, community events, or course ques-
tionnaires, as well as expert periodic curricular reviews conducted in consultation 
with stakeholders representing the different engineering roles highlighted in Table 1.

Considering the TU’s agency, the article calls for contemporary TUs to become 
responsible institutions, by making explicit in their practices the concept of respon-
sibility arising from their orientation, by expanding the range of responsibilities 
they promote through the inclusion of teaching approaches linked with distinct 
orientation(s) and by having value-based criteria in place for establishing col-
laborations with external partners and funders in alignment with their proclaimed 
responsibility.

Our contribution also strives to open further empirical research into the prospects 
of developing responsible TUs, to complement our call and theoretical analysis 
of the responsibility of TUs grounded in the history of engineering education. An 
emerging research question is about identifying how TUs prioritize and implement 
the different range of responsibilities identified in our review study, and which stake-
holders are involved in such processes. This implies understanding how TUs engage 
with internal and external stakeholders, including students, local communities, 
industry partners, government bodies, and nongovernmental organizations, to fulfil 
each of the distinct types of responsibilities. Additionally, it is important to acknowl-
edge how TUs and external partners  may  influence each  other’s understanding  of 
responsibility through their interaction. The impact of a responsible TU may extend 
to its entire ecosystem, prompting us to call for an examination of forms of educa-
tion and learning that target multiple actors. At the same time, we should not omit to 
explore the key challenges and barriers that TUs face in fulfilling their responsibili-
ties and the strategies employed for addressing them. This includes questions of how 
technological universities can be organized to expand their dominant orientation and 
develop strategies for hybridization, whereby a broader range of responsibilities are 
pursued.

Another future research area targets the development of instruments and tools for 
measuring and reporting the impact of activities pertaining to teaching, administra-
tion, curriculum, or campus design toward promoting and developing each type of 
responsibility. Furthermore, given the interconnected nature of current societal pro-
cesses, it is important to enquire how TUs can collaborate with other stakeholders, 
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including other universities via inter and intra-university alliances, to enact their 
responsibility missions. Such exchanges may bring about novel orientations in the 
TUs’ future, as well as new understandings of the responsibility of TUs that should 
not be omitted from future inquiries.

Ultimately, articulating a broad range of responsibilities that reflects the distinct 
historical orientations, allows us to better understand how contemporary TUs can 
respond to the multidisciplinary and complex nature of current societal challenges.
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